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 Ve Wa  N o t e  

As we bring Waves of Vethathiri, the Divine 

blessing of the Master, Shri Vethathiri 

Maharishi, after a small pause (since 

November 2019), a lot has happened in 

this intervening period. The world is 

experiencing a phenomenal change; routine 

has become non-routine and obvious plans 

are either stalled or postponed.  

Some of the prominent updates - WCSC 

submitted application for Consultative 

Status in June 2019 to the United Nations - 

ECOSOC.  Some members were skeptical 

and had apprehensions on how it will 

benefit WCSC if we are a part of the UNO 

body.  Ensuing section explains the 

rationale why it is important for WCSC to 

be a part of the UN body. 

 

The Economic and Social Council 

(ECOSOC) is one of the 5 main organs of 

the United Nations Organisation (UNO). 

The others are General Assembly, Security 

Council, International Court of Justice and 

the Secretariat. ECOSOC is the only 

organisation in which a voluntary 

organisation like WCSC can participate. It is 

a very powerful organisation which looks 

after the economic and social activities in 

the whole world and more than 15 

specialised agencies such as FAO, ILO, 

UNESCO, IBRD, International 

Development Association etc. report to the 

ECOSOC and more than 5000 voluntary 

organisations are registered with it. Hence, 

if WCSC get consultative status in ECOSOC, 

we will be able to 

participate in all 

relevant 

conferences and 

bring Swamiji’s 

concepts to the 

notice of all these 

organisations. It has 

54 countries as 

members of 

ECOSOC hence we will be able to make 

significant impact and may take concepts of 

World Peace plan to the General Assembly 

of UNO through ECOSOC. This will open 

the  doors  to  be connected to WHO, 

UNESCO etc. spreading Swamiji’s concepts 

across all International organisations It is a 

matter of repute and importance that 

WCSC gets the requisite status in  ECOSOC. 

Accreditation with ECOSOC will help 

WCSC to be involved in various special 

social SDG (Sustainable development goals) 

projects with financial assistance from 

various international sources. 

As Vethathirians we should all use the most 

powerful technique of Blessing that we are 

empowered with i.e.; blessing WCSC to 

acquire UN consultative status for benefit 

of entire humanity. 

We present this month edition with 

complete awareness that few editions of 

this newsletter could not be brought out for 

previous months. With emergence of few 

priority tasks, the focus of the team was 
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 Ve Wa  N o t e  

shifted and were overwhelmed with the 

amount of efforts which were required to 

progress on those.  

We, as an organization, had to ramp up 

some of the information that was being 

showcased on the website and elevate it to 

international standards. One of them was 

increasing the coverage of WCSC websites, 

a window to outside world. This was done 

so that our multi-faceted organisation 

harnesses technology and provides 

coverage of the vast gamut of activities 

being carried out by the WCSC. A plethora 

of information was collected from all 

Directorates, compiled and shared with IT 

for updating on the website.  Inputs, 

information, infographics and suggestions 

were provided to help upscale the website 

and to enable / increase outreach. Some of 

those inputs are displayed in the later part 

of this e-magazine. 

VeWa team will relentlessly continue the 

dedication and commitment to bring forth 

VeWa in this journey towards 

Consciousness as guided by our Divine 

Guru Shri Vethathiri Maharishi. We have 

endeavoured to consolidate and share all 

important updates in concise form in this 

edition of VeWa covering previous months. 

The world today is being gripped by an 

organism, a virus, that is questioning human 

existence. Fear, anxiety, uncertainty and 

helplessness are the emotions that are 

overpowering hope, faith, humanity and 

other positive thoughts. To overcome this 

and to spread positive waves, 24-hour 

meditation, blessing and special speeches 

was organised for 9 days, over 207 hours 

in English and in many Indian languages 

round the clock gathering of Vethathirians 

and spreading health and peace waves 

around the Universe as one.  See the VeWa 

Online section for more details of the 

program conducted.  

Though this was quoted in 1917, it will 

continue to be relevant for all decades until 

humans realize the true purpose of life and 

birth. 

 All great philosophers, spiritualists, 

esotericists, acclaimed clairvoyants, seekers 

of nature & universal truths, our great 

ancient Indian sages, Maharishis and other 

Spiritual Masters of different religions and 

creeds have all echoed the need for 
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 Ve Wa  N o t e  

elevating consciousness and progressing and 

treading the path of spirituality.  

In all of Swamiji’s teachings, the concept of 

Blessing is supramental and the benefits, 

teachings and miracles of Blessings are 

evident throughout the knowledge that he 

has given to the World. It is one of the 

most practical methods for happiness and 

peace.  

So how is blessing going to help mankind in 

the current scenario? Read about this in the 

“Cruising through uncertain times” and 

“Powerful Traditional Technique.. unleash 

it”.  

Before proceeding further, go ahead and 

READ the above two articles NOW (VeWa 

Cosmic Cube & VeWa Science).  THEY are 

the MOST crucial things that the World 

needs today and EXTREMELY 

IMPORTANT thing that YOU WILL DO 

TODAY  

Welcome back, hope you liked what you 

read, imbibe it and let it implant in your 

Genetic Centre.  

Technology is the saving grace in these 

times. While the entire world is in 

lockdown, tech like “Zoom”, “Skype”, 

“Webinars” etc. are helping us zoom out of 

loneliness and zoom into the circle of 

togetherness. Read about the various 

programs organized by the members across 

the World and the innovative sessions 

conducted for kids and adults.  

Vethathiri Maharishi’s teachings always 

have a consistent thread of elevating 

consciousness, connecting to the absolute 

and Divine, creating a synthesis of  science 

and spirituality.  VeWa will continue to 

bring at the click or swipe of your finger 

our futuristic Guru’s teachings, share with 

you the SKY Family updates around the 

World, in addition to other interesting and 

unique information, content and verses.  

Enjoy reading this month’s VeWa, and 

share your feedback by writing back or 

messaging  us. Encourage others to read it 

and spread the waves of positivity to make 

this World and Nature a connected place.  

Join the mission;  Vethathiri  Global 

Transformation @ 

wcsc.vewa@vethathiri.ac.in or  

WhatsApp us @ +91 94870 61370.   

Be Blessed by the Divine. May the whole 

world enjoy prosperity, happiness and 

peace. 
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 T 
he world is facing  unusual and 
unprecedented circumstances. 
As Vethathirians, let us analyse 
these with the guidance and 

knowledge imparted by  Vethathiri 
Maharishi to the World.  

The current 'external' situations have a 
mirror-effect on our internal life. Swamiji 
said that to have a clear understanding of 
the mind, one must trace its origin. So it’s 
imperative  that in this period of 'lock-
down', let us strive to unlock our inner 
potential; let this disconnection from 
other people connect us deeper to our true 
self; let our inability to visit a temple (or 
any place of worship) bring us to a state 
where Divine presence is felt and called 
forth often; let the chaos outside make us 
discover the peace within; and May we 
worry less & less about a virus and be 
more & more involved with our own 
'vibrational-alignment' with vitality & 
wellbeing.  

New Year is also about new ideas (and we 
normally seem to associate a new year 
with new resolutions). Swamiji says, any 
disturbance occurs in two ways, either 
through our own actions or through the 
functioning of natural forces.  

Let's expand our understanding of self-
isolation. Just as we take precautions for 
our body, our mind too needs 
intervention, safeguards and nourishment. 
Throughout history, more people have 
died in epidemics, from fear (of a 
disease), than the actual disease itself. 
And all of us have different levels of 
immunity to varied opinions, thoughts & 
news in social media. Our ceaseless 
passion (for social media) is one area 
which has many of the low-hanging fruits 
(for our mental well-being) - that is once 
we decide which tweets, posts, messages & 
news are to be read / heard / watched 
versus what has to be avoided / 
distanced / 'unfollowed' (at least for the 
time being). We have heard that a habit 
crystallizes once we follow it for 21 days. 
The lock-down of 21 days is prescribed for 
a similar amount of time! 

Swamiji believed that through natural 
providence, man is blessed with a worthy 
body and valuable knowledge. The 
resources for life on earth are surplus but 
the selfishness and temperamental mood 
developed by unchecked ego is spoiling 
the life.  
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Nature is the commander and it is giving 
humanity a chance to rediscover the 
purpose of life, to rewind through time, 
recollect the reasons for imbalance and to 
revisit the process of evolution and connect 
to Nature in its entirety.   

Man was basking at the top of the 
evolutionary pyramid, drugged with power 
and greed, ignoring the force of Mother 
Nature and how much he depends on her 
every moment of his life, even for survival.  

Nature has not only shattered the ego of 
Man, but is establishing itself as the 
ultimate balancer. Through lockdown and 
social distancing, living needs and lifestyle 
needs are being segregated, the 
understanding of essentials, comforts and 
luxury is dawning across classes.    

While the earth is healing with reduced 
human interference, let us fully 
comprehend Swamiji’s 
teachings of elevating 
consciousness, of the 
omnipresent and all-
pervasive phenomenon 
exhibiting itself as 
order of function 
throughout the 

Universe.   
 

Let us heed Vethathiri Maharishi’s ominous 
warning:  “If Humanity does not mend 
its ways, the Universal Might will teach 
a lesson”. 
 

That is the statement he intuitively made 
just a few hours before the attack on the 
Twin Towers. 

At least now let us start changing our 
lives, segregate needs and greed, learn to 
live in harmony with self, society and 
Nature, Understand the Cause and Effect 
system as Divine Law which no one can 
break without paying a huge price for it. 

Let our economic, social, political and legal 
setups be revisited and let wisdom guide us 
and not brute force. Let leaders of the 
world get together and draw up a plan for 
the entire humanity for the welfare of all 

living beings and not 
for select few at the 
cost of everyone 
including their own 
downfall.  

 

 

 

“If Humanity does not mend 
its ways, the Universal Might 
will teach a lesson”. 
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Let us remind ourselves the words of  Rabindranath 
Tagore and put these into practice at all levels 
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Many of us go through life routinely 

without empathising or even paying the 

minutest attention.  

 

B LESSINGS are Thought waves 

which carry positive vibrations. 

We generally say Hello, Good 

morning, Namaste etc.  These are 

nothing but blessings only, but we do it 

mechanically without knowing the 

science behind it. Just words do not 

bring results. Then how do you make it 

work? Let us try to understand the 

science behind the Blessings. 

 

Swamiji has explained the Wave Theory 

in depth and helped us to understand the 

powerful technique in simple terms.  

A wave carries with it all the qualities of 

the source from which it originates: 

physical, chemical, psychic etc. and 

are transmitted to the object which 

receives it.  

 

It is like the smell of the Rose flower 

impacting all the 

objects on which the 

rose wave falls.  When 

we direct a thought to 

a person, it does five 

actions. So, if we want others to be 

good, let us start sending positive, 

fragrant waves. But How? 

 

When we bless others, first thing that 

happens is that you yourself get blessed 

I was in the usual rush, trying to reach the meeting on 
time, browsing  my phone walking briskly with a 
million thoughts in my head. Radha, the analyst sees me 
and wishes me “Good Morning”. Without even giving her 
a glance, I said “Good Morning, how are you?  and walked 
away. 
 

I didn’t even wait to hear a reply, and it was much later, while the mind 
was quiet, it started rewinding and connecting to that moment, where her 
reply was “Morning, not so good Sir”.   
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automatically.  The good 

vibration of the thought makes a 

positive physical, chemical and 

psychological change in you.  
 

A counter example would help 

us to understand this. When we 

get angry with someone, what 

happens to us? Our Blood 

pressure increases, eyes 

become red etc. Similarly, when 

we bless, first the positive 

impact will be on us. Then, this 

impacts the person on whom it 

is directed in a positive manner. 

A portion of the 

waves reflect and 

come back to 

you. A portion of the waves refract and influence those around too. A 

portion of the waves keep interacting between the two and a portion of 

the waves penetrate.  

 

In short- Clash, Reflection, Refraction, Penetration and Interaction are the five-fold 

actions of the thought 

waves. See how beneficial 

the result will be, with its 

multifarious effects on 

both the sender and the 

receiver as well as on 

others.  In fact, it is more 

potent than mantras. 

Proven science:  
We attract situation as per our thoughts only.  If we keep 

thinking that my child is not good, my wife/husband/boss/

subordinate is not treating me well, our own thought wave 

will make the situation worse, as we are the ones 

strengthening those waves.  We can change the situation by 

sending positive waves through Blessing. 
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 H a r m o ny  i n  L i fe  

Blessings without remembering the ill feelings only will 

bring results.  Shri Vethathiri Maharishi says, at any 

point of time there can be only one thought. So, while we 

consider the individual as someone for who we have ill 

feeling/enmity, we cannot bless and similarly, when you 

bless wholeheartedly, at that moment, you cannot have 

enmity. 
 

Hence, to bless we should have only one dominating 

thought or feeling towards the person. The reason for not getting results is that we don’t 

bless wholeheartedly, having enmity or negativity inside.  So, the wave carries our 

negativity also, which weakens our prayers and blessings. 
 

In the beginning, it will be difficult but as we keep doing it, the habit of not having the 

feeling of enmity will increase and sooner than later, the feeling of enmity will vanish 

from your heart and influence the other person too.  
 

A thought wave will bring results depending on the  intensity of the wave sent and the 

quality of the receiver.  So,  we have to bless with patience, forgetting the enmity at the 

time of blessing and minimizing the expectation.  A parent blessing the child should do 

so irrespective of the nature of the child. This slowly influences the child physically and 

mentally and brings about the required change. Patience is the key for desired result.  
 

Blessing with agitated mind will carry only the agitated waves. Bringing the mind to a 

very calm state and without any expectation of results is primary to send the positive 

waves. Such a process of blessings will bring magic in our life. 
 

That is why Swamiji has added  a significant clause while he asks us to bless our 

enemies or miscreants. It is " if any ". In due course we will find that we will not consider 

anyone as enemy at all.  
 

Imagine how light our heart would be and how bright the life would be.  

Harmony at Office/Society 
 

An employee having a tough boss with lots of clashes 

everyday will have a troubled life at all levels. Bless-

ing the boss everyday sincerely will bring a change 

depending on the law of Nature.   

 

If the necessary change in their attitude does not happen, either the employee or the 

boss  will be transferred bringing about peace.  Similarly  the negative effect of a tor-

turing neighbour can be nullified or positive change can be brought about. 
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Harmony at home 

An interesting incident: In Delhi, a couple was not talking to each 

other for years due to some misunderstanding, though they were living in 

the same house with three kids. Knowing this Maharishi asked the man to 

bless his spouse regularly after meditation.   

 

During his next visit to Delhi, Maharishi found that the relationship 

between the husband and wife had changed to a harmonious one.  

On enquiring, the husband replied that he improvised Swamiji’s teaching 

and instead of just blessing her (his wife) as life partner, he also blessed her 

as a boss and as an enemy. This had a three fold 

effect on  the relationship.  

 

His continuous blessing waves not only 

transformed his wife but also his attitude towards 

her.  
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How to bless:  

If you don’t know meditation, just sit quietly, relax your mind, forget the 

enmity with the person, visualise the person and bless saying ‘Vazhga 

Valamudan’ or ‘Be blessed by the Divine’.  

 

When to bless:   

There is no time or place for blessing, it can be done at any time during 

any activity or even while relaxing, travelling, eating etc. This habit 

creates a strong bond between the two. By this simple technique we can 

communicate without our dangerous radiating instruments. This 

powerful technique was followed by our great sages, and we need to 

revive the same.  
 

Start your day:  

Wake up and say the below 10 times -  

‘May the whole world enjoy prosperity, happiness and peace’ or  

in Tamil ‘Vazhga Vaiyagam, Vazhga Vaiyagam,  Vazhga Valamudan’.  

This will be great social service towards World Peace starting from 

individual peace. Start by blessing self (Auto-suggestion) three times: “By 

the grace of the Divine I may enjoy good health, long life, 

prosperity, wisdom and peace”. Then bless your family members, 

friends, office colleagues and even enemies and see the change for 

yourself. 

 

At your place of work/office:  

On reaching your place of work, relax for a minute then repeat the 

blessing three times to create a positive wave around you- 

‘The Divine power may protect me, guide me and lead me in all 

my activities, day and night, in all places, at all times.’ 
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He further stated “It has underscored and 

exacerbated inequalities, above all gender 

inequity, laying bare the way in which the 

formal economy has been sustained on the 

back of invisible and unpaid care 

labour.  It has highlighted ongoing human 

rights challenges, including stigma and 

violence against women.  

N ow is the time to redouble our efforts 

to build more inclusive and 

sustainable economies and societies that 

are more resilient in the face of 

pandemics, climate change and other 

global challenges.  The recovery must lead 

to a different economy.  Our roadmap 

remains the 2030 Agenda and Sustainable 

Development Goals. 

Ending the pandemic everywhere is both a 

moral imperative and a matter of 

enlightened self-interest.  At this unusual  

http://www.un.org/
un.org
un.org
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moment, we cannot resort to the usual 

tools.  Extraordinary times demand 

extraordinary measures.  We face a  

colossal test which demands decisive, 

coordinated and innovative action from 

all, for all.” 
 

Swamiji witnessed the manmade 

catastrophe of the Second World War. It 

was that global human folly which made 

him to start the World Community Service 

Centre in 1958.   

It was very clear to him that that any 

artificial borders created by Man out of 

Ego or carelessness would only create 

more problems. In his “World Peace” book 

he has outlined in great detail his plans 

for the whole  world to be prosperous, 

happy and healthy. It is opportune time 

to  revisit it. He has also addressed the UN 

giving his views as to how peace has to 

start from the individual and has given 

detailed plans presenting alternate 

political, economic and social structures 

without creating any unrest or revolution 

or loss to any group or country.   
 
 

Maharishi’s plans merge beautifully With 

the 2030 sustainable goals of the UN.  

Maharishi did not merely give us plans,  

 

he has given clear road maps to 

implement them. It is important that these 

are taken to the leaders of the UNO and 

to all leaders of the World.  

http://www.un.org/
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VeWa Sprouts    
(Upcoming Events) 
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Ambassadors 

Visiting Professors Trust/Zone Visiting Country Date From Date To 

R. Banumathi Thanjavur Sri Lanka 04-Jan-2020 01-Feb-2020 

G. Purushothaman Chennai USA 08-Sep-2019 07-Feb-2020 

M. Venkatachalapathy Chennai Malaysia 21-Jan-2020 18-Feb-2020 

T. Kanchinathan Chennai Singapore 12-Dec-2019 29-Feb-2020 

S. Kalavathi Chennai Kuwait 21-Feb-2020 29-Feb-2020 

M. Panchabikesan Kumbakonam Singapore 08-Jan-2020 07-Mar-2020 

D. Lilly Bai Thanjavur Sri Lanka 10-Feb-2020 09-Mar-2020 

S. Indra Tirunelveli Sri Lanka 12-Feb-2020 11-Mar-2020 

K. Chandrasekaran Mumbai USA 12-Dec-2019 12-Mar-2020 

C. Hemalatha Mumbai USA 12-Dec-2019 12-Mar-2020 

K. Perumal Aliyar Dubai 07-Feb-2020 14-Mar-2020 

S. Sekhar Chennai Dubai 05-Mar-2020 15-Mar-2020 

S. Kalavathi Chennai Dubai 05-Mar-2020 15-Mar-2020 

G. Balachandran Aliyar 
Singapore/Malaysia/

Gulf 
Jan & Mar 2020 Jan & Mar 2020 
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“VeWa Vethathiri” - Wisdom of Vethathiri Maharishi comes in different National 
and International languages in different forms like Vetha Pearls, eVSP, YouTube 
videos and many more.  With the support of each member of the vast SKY family 
these messages can create ripples of Daily Spiritual Revolution.  Subscribe to follow 
everyday.   Sharing is Caring, Share for creating a Transformational Vethathirian 
Society.  

 

With advancement in technology, world is now at fingertips and has shrunk to screen 
size.   Swamiji’s wisdom words are now easily accessible to entire World community 
in the languages of their choice. 
 

Multiple languages, multiple forums - 
Waves of Vethathiri is creating 
transformational energy fields across the 
Globe to form a World filled with Peace.  
 

Urge and Encourage each to share this in 
multiple websites/social media, with friends, 
colleagues, groups and in your Centres. 

https://www.youtube.com/vewavethathiri
http://fliphtml5.com/kejwa/wcis
http://fliphtml5.com/kejwa/htaj
https://medium.com/@wcsc.vewa
https://za.pinterest.com/wcscvewa/
https://www.yourquote.in/vewa-vethathiri-bkm17/quotes
https://twitter.com/vvethathiri
http://picpanzee.com/vewavethathiri
https://vewa.home.blog/
https://www.youtube.com/vewavethathiri
https://www.facebook.com/VeWaves
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• 9 Days of 24-hour 

round the clock session 

~35000 participations 

• 24-hour round the clock Blessings, 

Meditation, Swamiji’s speech, Special 

lectures by SKY professors; 

• Meditation In 

Kannada, Bengali, 

Hindi, Marathi, Tamil, 

Malayalam, Telugu and 

English languages; 

 

• Active participation by 

WCSC coordinators and 

members through 

single platform 

organized by WCSC 

Directorate OSFC 
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Few infographics recommended in our Websites 
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https://medium.com/@wcsc.vewa
https://za.pinterest.com/wcscvewa/
https://www.yourquote.in/vewa-vethathiri-bkm17/quotes
https://twitter.com/vvethathiri
http://picpanzee.com/vewavethathiri
https://vewa.home.blog/
https://www.youtube.com/vewavethathiri

